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Abstract: Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system can be read by
radio wave within several metres without having direct contact. Many
research focus on improving security and privacy problem. Recently,
Rizomiliotis et al. point out that Song-Mitchell protocol is vulnerable to
the denial of service attack, since the attacker can easily modify the data
to make the server and the tag out of synchronisation without detection.
However, this paper pointed out that Rizomiliotis et al.’s modification was
not correct. Therefore, we designed a new authentication scheme, which
inherits the advantage of Song-Mitchell protocol and Rizomiliotis et al.’s
protocol, along with the assumption that the insecure channel exists between
the reader and the server. Finally, this paper provides a security analysis to
comparison with other protocols.
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1 Introduction

RFID is one of the automatic identification systems different from barcode.
The RFID components include the database server, the reader and the tag
(Landt, 2005; Roberts, 2006; DeVries, 2008; Lai et al., 2010). The tag is a small
microchip combined with an antenna component with limited processing units and
limited memory. The tag can be read by radio wave within several metres without
having direct contact or line of sight scanning, and then the reader can transfer
the tag to the database server. The database server can authenticate whether the
tag is legal or not. Although RFID is attractive in convenience and efficiency, its
downside includes the security and privacy problems because the tag is being used in
an open environment (Chen and Pfleuger, 2008; Juels and Weis, 2009; Lehou, 2009;
Hwang et al., 2009a, 2009b; Lin et al., 2010). For example, an unauthorised reader
near your bag could read the tag and knows what products you have bought. One way
to solve the security and privacy problem is cryptography. However, traditional
cryptography (Hwang et al., 2005, 2009a, 2009b, 2005; Ou et al., 2009) was not
adopted in designing RFID because tag has limited computation and memory. On the
other hand, many researchers have proposed various cryptographic operations in
security mechanisms and attack models in RFID system, but some of these operations
are not based on low-cost tag (Zhang and King, 2008; Cao and Shen, 2009; Juang and
Wu, 2009).

The low-cost tag brings low cost on both computation and memory space in
the tag, while performing simple arithmetic operations. In Song and Mitchell (2008)
proposed an RFID authentication protocol for low-cost tags. The performance of this
protocol is comparably better than others (Hwang et al., 2005; Lim and Takeyoung,
2006)) but the security is not. Rizomiliotis et al. (2009) have demonstrated that
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Song-Mitchell’s protocol is vulnerable to impersonating of a legitimate reader/server
and de-synchronising attack between the reader/server and the tag. Therefore,
Rizomiliotis et al. improved Song-Mitchell’s protocol and inherited the advantages
of the performance of Song-Mitchell’s protocol. In Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol,
they claimed that their protocol is superior to Song-Mitchell’s protocols with regard
to security. The advantages of these two protocols are based on the performance,
especially when the tag stores only one value that saves memory space. However,
these two protocols assumed that secure channel does exist between the reader
and the server. On the other hand, the server and the reader use wire to connect
perpetually so such assumption is not considered practical in the real world. In fact,
the goods are often distributed in a warehouse and it is usually big enough to
store the entire inventory (Chen et al., 2011). The storekeeper uses the reader to
move around the goods and to make an inventory for the warehouse. In such
environment, the distance between the server and the reader is too long to be
connected by wire. Hence, a more reasonable assumption is to assume that the
channel is insecure between the reader and the server. Yeo et al. (2009) has made
a similar assumption compared with ours, but with a different environment than
that of Song-Mitchell’s and Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol. Yeo et al.’s research was
based on the mobile agent in RFID environment. This protocol needs an extra
mobile agent to design the authentication protocol while Song-Mitchell protocol and
Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol do not. Therefore, we inherited both the advantages of
Song-Mitchell protocol andRizomiliotis et al.’s improvedprotocol todesigna low-cost
tag with the assumption of the existing insecure channel between the reader and
the server.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the RFID
protocol requirements to evaluate privacy and security problems. Section 3 describes a
new low-cost tag authentication protocol in detail. Section 4 presents the comparison
of our protocol with others. Conclusions are finally made in Section 5.

2 RFID protocol requirement

In this session, we proposed the following criteria for evaluation of the privacy and
security of authentication protocol.

2.1 Privacy

• Tag tracing: The tag could be traced if unauthorised reader obtained a link on
all of the information response at the same tag from different location. Because
the tag always broadcasts a fixed number or static ID to the reader, the
unauthorised reader can collect and analyse this number. For example, when a
user uses automatic road toll RFID system, the tag always response the static
ID to the readers, which is distributed everywhere. The unauthorised reader can
collect the response of the tag from different locations and then locate the
matched static id. The information would expose the user’s privacy such as the
time and place of toll stations you have been to.
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• Individual data privacy: The tag could expose individual data if the
unauthorised reader has successfully counterfeited a legal reader. The
counterfeited reader will attempt to query the tag to obtain the id. After gaining
the tag’s id, the counterfeited reader will be checked through successfully by the
database server and then could acquire all of the individual data from the tag.
For example, if the medical records are attached to the tag, the counterfeited
reader could try to obtain ID from the tag and then respond the ID to the server.
As a result, the counterfeited reader could be successfully verified by the server
and then the tag would send user’s medical record to the counterfeited reader.

2.2 Security

• Tag cloning: The illegal reader first queries the tag and gain the information
from the tag. After collecting the related information, tag cloning is done by
writing all the related data into a counterfeit tag, and then uses it to cheat the
reader or the database server. For example, the tags are usually attached to
products within open environments such as supermarkets, hospital and other
public places. The illegal reader can furtively query the tag to collect the
information from the tags followed by cloning a counterfeit tag to replace the
genuine tag.

• Eavesdropping: Eavesdropping on RFID system is a major threat. The attacker
surreptitiously listens to all the communications between the reader and the tag
because they communicate via radio frequency, which is easy to be sniffed or
eavesdropped. For example, a competitive company would hire spy for
espionage. The tags are usually attached to clothes on sale within a store.
When a user pays the bill for clothes, the attacker of competitive company
could stealthily listen to the communication channel between the reader
and the tag by eavesdropping. After collecting the desired information, the
competitive company can analyse the information to find out its competitor’s
store policy.

• Replay attack: The attacker repeats or delays the message when valid data is
transmitted. The tag sends ID to the reader to recognise its identity. Meanwhile,
the attacker eavesdrop this message and keep the ID. After the tag and the
reader have finished all the communications, the attacker retransmits ID to the
reader, so the attacker can try to cheat and spoof the reader to pass
verification.

• Denial of Service: The attacker sends a massive amount of message to the server
and attempts to crash the server, which will result in the server unavailability to
its intended tags and data inconsistency to respond to the tags. For example, the
attacker sends large ID to the database server. The database server would spend
time to search these pointless IDs to check if they are matched or not without
the time to deal with the demands from the genuine tag. Besides this, the
attacker interrupts the message to cause the tag not being able to update the
secret value after the secret value of the server has been updated. Such situation
would result in the secret value de-synchronisation because the server updates
the secret while the tag does not.
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• Forward security: The attacker can compromise a tag, obtain its current data,
and possibly trace future transaction record. For example, when the tag is
attached to a passport, the tag’s ID is used to verify by the reader, and the
attacker compromises the tag to obtain the ID. Hence, the attacker can trace
records of that user’s future boarding information that depends on whether the
ID is matched or not.

3 A new authentication scheme for low-cost RFID tag

In this section, we present a new authentication protocol based on low-cost RFID
tag. Our protocol inherits the advantage with low-cost RFID tag of Song-Mitchell’s
protocol andRizomiliotis’s protocol alongwith our own improvements it has low-cost
RFID tag, and the assumption that the channel between the reader and the server is
insecure.

3.1 Basic concept

The basic concept behind our protocol contains the adoption of a HF and Message
Authentication Code (MAC) algorithm, or keyed HF, which are described in the
following (Bakhtiari et al., 1996; Menezes et al., 1996).

• Hash Function: Given h and an input x of arbitrary finite length, it can compute
an output h(x) of fixed length n. For output y, it is computationally infeasible to
find an input x such that h(x) = y. For input x, it is computationally infeasible
to find x′ �= x such that h(x′) = h(x). For any two distinct inputs x, x′, it is
computationally infeasible to find out the same output such that h(x) = h(x′).

• MAC algorithm: Given a secret value k and an input x of arbitrary finite length,
it can compute an output fk(x) of fixed length n.

3.2 The initial stage and authentication stage

In our proposed protocol, the critical factor is that the server storage, both newandold,
are random bit-string generated from the reader. The server successfully verifies the
reader if the server have determined that the stored random bit-string and the received
random bit-string are not the same so that the attacker cannot replay the message.
The detailed steps are explained as follows. The notations that are used throughout
the paper is listed in Nomenclature.

There are two stages in the protocol, namely the initial stage and the authentication
stage. During the initial stage, each tag has a ti, and it has a formula ti = h(ui) with
a string ui composed of l bits. The length of l bits should be long enough so that an
exhaustive search for finding ui and ti would be computationally infeasible. The server
stores the current and previous tag identity pair and random number, immediate
(NR, ui, ti)new, (NR, ui, ti)old. The values (NR, ui, ti)new and (NR, ui, ti)old are both
set in the initial stage. There are five steps in the authentication stage as shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1 A new authentication protocol for low-cost RFID tag in mobile environment

1 The reader generates a random bit-string NR:

NR ∈R {o, 1}l (1)

and sends it to the tag.

2 The tag generates a random bit-string NT and computes M1 and M2 as follows:

NT ∈R {o, 1}l (2)

M1 = ti ⊕ NT (3)

M2 = fti(r⊕NT ). (4)

Then, the tag responds the message (M1, M2) to the reader.

3 The reader transmits M1, M2, and its random bit-string NR to the server.

4 The server will compute NT and M2 depending on whether if the server can find a
matched ti fromdatabase (NR, ui, ti)new or (NR, ui, ti)old; otherwise, themessage
will fail, and then the server sends an errormessage to the reader, so the reader will
forward it to the tag. If the server finds out the matched values for ti, the server
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will check whether NR is matched or not. The server goes onto the next step if the
NR is not matched; otherwise, the server omits the message. The server will use ui

of the pair to compute M3 = fNT
(ti), sends M3 to the reader, and then the reader

will transmit it to the tag. The server updates (ui, ti)old ← (ui, ti) by the current
ti value and updates (ui)new ← (ti>>l/4) ⊕ NR ⊕ NT , and (ti)new ← h((ui)new)
for the next ti. The detailed steps are as follows.

MT = M1 ⊕ ti (5)

M2
?= fti(r⊕NT ) (6)

M3 = fNT (ti). (7)

5 After the tag receives the message, the tag computes fNT
(ti) by its ti and verifies

whether the valueM3
?
= fNT

(ti). If the verification is successful, the tag will update
ti ← h((ti>>l/4) ⊕ NR ⊕ NT ); otherwise, the tag ti keeps it.

3.3 Performance analysis

RFID tag has limited capacity inmemory, hence thememory space is not large enough
to store the related data. For the storage cost, only one value ti in the RFID tag while
none is stored in the reader, and two pairs value (NR, ui, ti)new and (NR, ui, ti)old
are stored in the server in our protocol. For the computational cost, the HF, MAC
algorithm, XOR and random number generation (RG) are used in this study. The tag
computes 1RG + 2MAC + 2XOR, and the reader computes 1RG only, and the
server computes 2MAC + 2XOR. The tag and the server can also compute 1HF +
3XOR in the updated stage. For the communication cost, the 2 exchanged messages
between the reader and the server are shown in Steps (3) and (4), and the 3 exchanged
messages between the tag and the reader are shown in Steps (1), (2) and (5) in Figure 1.
Although the server seems to have a large load, itsmemory is capable for computations
and with available spaces to store the value.

3.4 Security analysis

The RFID protocol requirements are described in Section 2. In our protocol, we
assumed that the insecure channel exists between the reader and the server and also
between the tag and the reader. The security of the new low-cost RFID tag protocol
relies on the tag secrets ti, the random number equation (1) stored in the server, and
the one-way HFs and MAC. Our protocol has the following privacy and security
properties.

3.4.1 Privacy

• Resistance towards tag tracing: For tag tracing, the attacker attempts to get
tag’s ID from equations (3) and (4). The tag sends equations (3) and (4), which
are not fixed value, because equations (3) and (4) are computed using secret key
ti and session random bit-string NT , which is also not a fixed number. Even if an
eavesdropper could obtain equations (3) and (4) many times from the same tag,
it still cannot identify the tag since equations (3) and (4) are considered to be
anonymous.
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• Individual data privacy: In this protocol, the attacker can obtain individual data
privacy when the attacker has been successfully verified by the server. To get an
individual’s data, the attacker queries the tag to obtain equations (1), (3) and
(4), and then responds them to the server to acquire equation (7). The attacker
would fail the verification when the received equation (1) is matched with
computed equation (1) by the server. Therefore, the server omits the message.
Besides, the message equation (7) is encrypted by NT , which is a random
number thus the attacker cannot get any useful information from this message.

3.4.2 Security

• Resistance towards tag cloning: For cloning the tag, the attacker needs to forge
equations (3) and (4). However, the attacker cannot compute them because the
attacker cannot obtain the secret value ti and equation (2) from the tag. As a
result, cloning the tag would eventually fail.

• Resistance towards eavesdropping: For eavesdropping, the attacker needs to
listen to equations (1), (3), (4) and (7) surreptitiously between the tag and the
server. However, the attacker would get nothing from equation (3) if the
attacker cannot obtain secret key ti and session secret NT . In addition,
equations (4) and (7) are computed by HF, which makes it impossible to inverse
the value. Therefore, the attacker cannot obtain any useful information.

• Resistance towards replay attack: In a replay attack, the attacker attempts to
reuse the previous equations (3)–(5). Equations (3)–(5), which used equations (1)
and (2) to compute the value generated in each session. Even if the attacker tries
to reuse equation (1), it would not pass the verification by the server since the
server can only be checked through successfully if equation (1) is not equal with
previous equation (1). In other words, the attacker using previous equation (1)
cannot pass the check successfully. Besides, equation (2) kept secret, so the
attacker cannot locate it and therefore not able to reuse it. This scenario proves
that our protocol is capable of resisting replay attack.

• Resistance towards denial of service: The attacker can interrupt Step 5,
equation (7), which would result in the update of secret data in the server but not
in the tag. However, the server is still available with the tag in next session since
the server stores the previous value (NT , ui, ti)old, hence the old value of the tag
can be verified. After the server successfully verifies the new value, it is renewed
and stored in the server therefore the attacker cannot break off synchronisation
of the RFID system.

• Resistance towards forward security: For forward security, the attacker needs
to know the tag’s data. But, it is difficult to trace future transactions even if the
attacker could compromise a tag and obtain ti. Also, equation (2) is updated in
each session, the attacker still does not know equation (2) even if it knows the
current ti, which will prevent the attacker from computing equation (4). Since
the attacker cannot compute the next equation (2) in our protocol, we have
proved that it can resist forward security.
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3.5 Comparison

In this section,wewill compare ourmethodwith other low-costRFID tag and assumed
that the insecure channel exists between the reader and the server in literature, using
the criteria as stated in Section 2. In Song-Mitchell (2008) protocol stores secret value
ti in memory and the server stores (ui, ti)new, (ui, ti)old, Di in database, the detailed
steps are as follows:

• The reader generates a random bit-string NR and then sends it to the tag.

• After the tag receives the NR, it generates a random bit-string NT and then
computes M1 = ti ⊕ NT and M2 = fti(NR ⊕ NT ). The tag sends M1 and M2
to the reader. The reader receives the message, and forwards M1, M2, and NT

to the server.

• The server searches ti in its database and computes M1 and M2 to check whether
they matched with the received value or not. The server is stopped if the value is
not matched; otherwise, the server goes onto the next step. The server computes
M3 = ui ⊕ (NT >> l/2) and updates the value ui(old) = ui, ti(old) = ti,
ui(new) = (ui << l/4) ⊕ (ti >> l/4) ⊕ NR ⊕ NT , and ti(new) = h(ui(new)).
The server sends (Di, M3) to the reader, and the reader forwards M3
to the tag.

• The tag computes ui depending on M3 ⊕ (NT >> l/2) and checks if h(ui)
?= ti

is true or not. The tag updates ti = h((ui << l/4) ⊕ (ti >> l/4) ⊕ NT ⊕ NR) if
h(ui)

?= ti is successfully checked.

Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol is similar with Song-Mitchell protocol. But,
Rizomiliotis et al. point out that Song-Mitchell protocol is vulnerable to the denial
of service attack since the attacker can easily modify the data to make the server and
the tag out of synchronisation without detection (Rizomiliotis et al., 2009). Therefore,
Rizomiliotis et al.modified themessageM3 = fNT

(ui) to resist denial of service attack.
However, Rizomiliotis et al.’smodification is not correct due to fNT

(ui) �= fNT
(h(ti)).

We have proved fNT
(ui) �= fNT

(h(ti)) by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1: Let fNT
and h(ti) have the same definition as stated in Section 3.1.

Then, fNT
(ui) �= fNT

(h(ti)).

Proof: The value ti is computed from h(ui), namely ti ←− h(ui). It means that the
output ti has a fixed length n instead of the original length, and ti is computationally
infeasible to find ui, namely ui �= h(ti). Therefore, fNT

(ui) �= fNT
(h(ti)). �

Example 3.2: We assumed that input ui has a length of 1049 bits, secret key NT has
a length of 256 bits, and output ti has a fixed length of 128 bits by MD5. Therefore,
the length of ti ←− h(ui) is 128 bits, and it is computationally infeasible to inverse the
value ui ←− h(ti). In other words, ti’s length, 128 bits, is impossible to generate the
original length of 1049 bits as ui.

The Song-Mitchell and Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol have low memory space and no
extra device to design the authentication protocol. However, we have described that an
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attacker can impersonate a reader and permanently de-synchronise the secret value ti
when the insecure channel between the server and the reader is used in Song-Mitchell
and Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol as shown in Figures 2–4.

Figure 2 Weakness in Song-Mitchell and Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol – the first round

Step 1: In the first round (see Figure 2), the reader sends a random bit-string NR

and queries to the tag. The tag computes message (M1
1 , M1

2 ) by t1i and
responds it to the reader. The reader forwards (M1

1 , M1
2 , NR) to the server.

The attacker eavesdrops the message (M1
1 , M1

2 , NR) and stores it in the
attacker’s database, and then interrupts the message M1

3 at the end of the
protocol so that the tag will not update its secret value ti. The tag still holds
the previous value t1i however, the server is updated along with its database
(ui, ti)old = (ui, ti)1 and (ui, ti)new = (ui, ti)2.

Step 2: In the second round, the authentication protocol takes place normally.
We allowed the reader and the tag to run the protocol again without
intervention. The server can identify the tag because the value t1i of the tag
is still stored in the server (ui, ti)old = (ui, ti)1, thus the server can compute
the valueNT ,M2

1 , andM2
2 . Next, the server sends themessageM2

3 to the tag.
The server would update its database (ui, ti)old = (ui, ti)1 and (ui, ti)new =
(ui, ti)3, because the random bit-string is changed to replace the previous
one. Therefore, (ui, ti)new = (ui, ti)3 is also updated. The secret value t3i of
the tag is updated and stored as shown in Figure 3.
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Step 3: In the third round (see Figure 4), the attacker forges a legal reader to
send the previous message (M1

1 , M1
2 , NR), which was eavesdropped in Step

1 from the reader. The server can verify the message (M1
1 , M1

2 , NR) because
the server can locate the value t1i from the database (ui, ti)old = (ui, ti)1.
Therefore, the server refreshes its database (ui, ti)old = (ui, ti)1, and
(ui, ti)new = (ui, ti)2. After updating the database, the attacker interrupts
the message M1

3 so the value ti of the tag is still t3i , which is not updated.
Since the value (ui, ti)2new and (ui, ti)1old of the server is de-synchronised,
the genuine tag is caused by not being able to implement the authentication
protocol permanently .

Figure 3 Weakness in Song-Mitchell and Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol – the second round

Previous similar protocols are briefly reviewed later and security characteristic
comparison is shown in Table 1. Han et al. (2007) proposed a mutual authentication
protocol based on synchronised secret information. However, this protocol still could
not resist desynchronising (Pei, 2009). Chen et al. (2008) proposed a protocol based
on quadratic residue to enhance security and privacy protection but the protocol is
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Figure 4 Weakness in Song-Mitchell and Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol – the third round

vulnerable to location privacy and it suffers from replay attack (Yeh et al., 2010).
Limet al. (2008)designeda completemutual authenticationprotocol basedon Ohkubo
et al. (2004) and Lee et al. (2005) hash chain protocols sinceOhkubo’s protocol cannot
resist replay attacks while Lee’s protocol cannot resist tracking. Lim’s is designed to
repair these flaws but we pointed out that Lim’s protocol cannot resist replay attack
anddenial of service since the secret value stored in the tag is not updated.An adversary
could obtain the last message and counterfeit a random number to cheat the backend
database.After this lastmessage has been successfully verified, the ID could be updated
and interrupted by the message, which updates the tag, and this procedure is being
executed twice. Thus, denial of service attack has been successfully executed.

4 Conclusion

To design a powerful new authentication based on low-cost RFID tag, we added
the assumption that the insecure channel exists between the reader and the server as
shown in Section 3. In terms of the criteria for evaluating the privacy and security
of authentication protocol, our protocol has shown resistance towards the privacy
and security attack and success with practical assumption in real environment as well.
In this paper, our contributions are listed as follows.
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• The last step of Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol is not correct in HF. We have
proved its mistake in Section 4.

• We have proved that Song-Mitchell and Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol cannot
resist denial of service attack when the insecure channel exists between the server
and the reader. Such attack would permanently result in the secret value’s
de-synchronisation.

• The proposed protocol inherits low-cost RFID tag of Song-Mitchell’s and
Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol and improves its defect. From the system
managerial standpoint, designing synchronisation with updated data is
important to avoid system failure. The original authentication protocol by
Song-Mitchell et al. cannot resist the de-synchronisation attacks and the
impersonation of legitimate reader. Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol is also not
correct since it violates the properties and definition of HF. Our protocol does
more than resisting impersonation and de-synchronisation attacks by adding the
assumption that the insecure channel exists between the reader and the server.
However, our proposed protocol does not fit with large scalar tag. The server of
both Rizomiliotis et al.’s protocol and ours have large computation load when
multi-tag needs verification simultaneously. We can use index or other methods
to solve this problem in future study.
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Nomenclature

h A hast function
fK A keyed Hash Function
N The number of tag
l The bit-length of a tag identifier
NT The random number generated by the tag
NR The random number generated by the reader
ui A string of l bits assigned to Ti

ti Ti’s l-bit identifier, which is ti = h(ui)
xnew The new (refreshed) value of x
xold The most recent value of x
r A random string of l bits⊕

XOR operator
← Substitution operator
x >> y Right circular shift operator, rotates all bits of x to the right by y bits
x << y Left circular shift operator, rotates all bits of x to the left by y bits
∈R The random choice operator, randomly selects an element from a finite

set using a uniform probability distribution




